Service Change Notice 20-04
National Weather Service Headquarters Silver Spring MD
255 PM EST Fri Jan 3 2020

To: Subscribers:
- NOAA Weather Wire Service
- Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
- NOAAPORT
Other NWS Partners, Users and Employees

From: Grant A. Cooper, Acting Director
National Centers for Environmental Prediction

Subject: Termination of DMSP/SSM/I Neural Net 3 Products Effective February 4, 2020

Effective on or about February 4, 2020, at 1630 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) will terminate the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) - Neural Net 3 products from real-time distribution. These products are created by using retrievals from the SSM/I and contain data on wind speeds over the ocean surface, columnar liquid water, and columnar water vapor using a neural network.

The following headers will be removed from NOAAPORT and the Global Telecommunications System (GTS):
- ISXA01 KWNO
- ISXA02 KWNO
- ISXA03 KWNO
- ISXA04 KWNO
- ISXA05 KWNO
- ISXA06 KWNO
- ISXA07 KWNO
- ISXA08 KWNO
- ISXA14 KWNO
- ISXA15 KWNO
- ISXA16 KWNO
- ISXA17 KWNO
- ISXA18 KWNO
- ISXA19 KWNO
- ISXA20 KWNO
- ISXA21 KWNO
- ISXA22 KWNO
- ISXA23 KWNO
- ISXA24 KWNO
- ISXA25 KWNO
- ISXA26 KWNO
- ISXA27 KWNO
- ISXA28 KWNO
- ISXA29 KWNO
If you have any questions regarding this change please contact:
  Jason Levit  
  VPPPG Branch Chief, Environmental Modeling Center  
  College Park, Maryland 20740  
  301-683-3749  
  Jason.Levit@noaa.gov

If you have questions regarding the data flow aspects please contact:
  Carissa Klemmer  
  NCEP Central Operations IDSB Chief  
  College Park, Maryland 20740  
  301-683-0567  
  ncep.list.pmb-dataflow@noaa.gov

NWS national Service Change Notices are online at:  
https://www.weather.gov/notification/
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